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InteraWorks CEO Laurie Oswald guests on The Daily Art of Leading podcast
DENVER, CO, March 5, 2020

What if you could decrease interruptions, stay focused, and better prioritize and track commitments to get the
right things done with more speed and efficiency? InteraWorks CEO Laurie Oswald shares how you can do
just that and more in her guest spot on The Daily Art of Leading podcast with Brittany and Joe Nabrotzky.
Listen in on an inspiring conversation about new ways to approach productivity and performance – ones that
gets results while achieving the magic trick of putting time back into your day.
https://thedailyartofleading.com/2020/01/21/40-productivity-tips-with-laurie-oswald-ceo-of-interaworks/

About Laurie Oswald
A unique voice in the fields of performance, productivity, and workplace culture, Laurie Oswald is also the CEO
of InteraWorks, a global learning and development company whose mission is to elevate the human
experience at work. Her insights on company culture and its impact on both employees and business
outcomes have been gathered from over 30 years of experience inside corporations, as well as her hands-on
work with nonprofits through the Best Year Yet Foundation.

About The Daily Art of Leading
Hosted by Brittany and Joe Nabrotzky, The Daily Art of Leading podcast brings top thought leaders to the table
to discuss new visions, ideas, and possibilities - including mindset and skillset - to help leaders become more
effective in their roles.

*****
About InteraWorks: InteraWorks is a global learning company on a mission to elevate the human experience
at work. Specializing in professional development and performance enablement, they offer top-rated learning
programs including Effective Edge, Best Year Yet, and the Essentials series. Their integrated framework and
online tools generate immediate and sustainable breakthroughs in performance. Through decades of working
at all levels in enterprise companies across many industries, InteraWorks has built a reputation for helping
people and organizations harness their focus, mindset, talent, and energy to produce results that matter most.

www.interaworks.com

